Registration Year:

2021

Youth Submission
Please read the following Participant Agreement carefully and sign.
Registration Certification I certify that all of the above information I have provided is true and correct to the best of my knowledge. I
understand this information may be verified and that false information will be grounds for my termination from my job or program. I
am aware that possible legal action can ensue if the I am placed in a government-funded job and I’ve provided false information in
my application. I grant permission for the City of Baltimore to arrange medical services for work related injuries. I grant permission for
the Mayor's Office of Employment Development to use my image, quotes, and/or voice in any and all forms of electronic or print for
purposes that promote MOED, YouthWorks, and/or the City of Baltimore.
Code of Conduct Statement If selected to the program, I understand and agree to adhere to the rules of the program and conduct
myself responsibly and respectfully at all times. While at my worksite, I agree to: 1.) report to work on time 2.) refrain from the use of
profanity or foul language 3.) refrain from any aggressive or violent behavior, threats of violence, weapon possession or sexual
harassment 4.) wear appropriate clothing and refrain from wearing clothing deemed unacceptable by my worksite supervisor while at
my worksite 5.) refrain from the use, purchase or possession of any drugs or alcohol 6.) refrain from theft or possession of any stolen
property 7.) refrain from any discriminatory behavior towards another individual based on race/ethnicity, economics, disability, religion
or sexual preference. 8.) refrain from excessive usage of non work-related electronic devices.

O

I understand that if an overpayment is made to my account in error (any amount that does not match the
calculations based on my actual time sheet or unsolicited payment) that I agree to return payment to YouthWorks.

I understand that:
If selected for YouthWorks the session starts on Monday, June 29, 2021. I will receive my first pay on Friday, July
24, 2021.
If I am selected for a YouthWorks job, my pay will be directly deposited into either a US Bank Focus Debit
PayCard or a bank account tied to the YouthWorks applicant signing this application. I am aware that I may not enroll
a bank account into direct deposit after my verification appointment.
If I elect to enroll a bank account for my YouthWorks pay, I am aware that my pay may be delayed if my account
closes and I do not notify YouthWorks at least three weeks before a payday.
Completing the application process does not guarantee me a job offer from YouthWorks.

By checking this box, I agree that I am signing this agreement electronically. I understand that my typed
signature is the legal equivalent of a manual signature on this agreement.

Youth

Date

Parent/Guardian

Date

All information requests under the Public Information Act or the Freedom of Information Act are to be made in writing to the Director, Mayor's Office of
Employment Development, 417 East Fayette Street, Suite 468, Baltimore, MD 21202
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